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MANHATTAN 
ROLLATOR



• Weight only 7Kg.

• Folds up very smoothly.

• No welding over the main body.

• Aluminum frame.

• Forward-facing ergonomic handles that 

promote good posture.

• Integrated brakes and height adjustment via 

the red clamp and push button.

• Comes fully assembled. Unbox, unfold, click, 

and go.

A Great Companion for Strolls, trips or travel



INTRODUCTION

This is a hand-pushed (hand-held) walker designed for the elderly 
and convalescents.

The production efficiency is improved by less process but more 
environmental-friendly manufacturing technologies of streamlined 
outlook, modular design of all parts, and no welding over the main 
body.

The comfortable handles and user-friendly brake adjustment are 
designed with an emphasis on ergonomics. 

The excellent shock absorption and anti-swing design further 
improve the product comfort, making it more stable, effortless and 
noiseless when pushing the walker. It provides the elderly and 
convalescents with safe, comfortable, stable and convenient
experiences.



FUNCTIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

1. Handgrip: The handles are ergonomically 
designed to enable your palms and arms to 
be more comfortable to hold and easier to 
push.

2. Brake: Pull down the brake to 
stop and park for safe use.

4. Red Clamp and Spring Lock Adjustable 
Structure: Convenient and double secure to 
ensure no vertical and horizontal shaking.

3. Reflector at the front and back:
Safe and Visible

Many brake regulators on the market are fixed near the wheels, which requires you bending down to adjust their 
tightness, while the brake regulator of JAZZ is designed on the handle. The brake tightness on the wheels thus can be 
adjusted quickly and easily by rotating the red knob instead of stooping down, which is much more user friendly. The 
handles are ergonomically designed to enable your arms to be more natural and labor-saving when pushing the walker, 
as well as enable them to be more comfortable and relaxed while sitting and resting.



FUNCTIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

Fork and Wheel

Made of highly elastic artificial rubber, 
the tread of the tire is tightly bonded 
with the wheel hub to perform excellent 
shock absorption and improve the 
comfort of the product. Lighten the weight of walker by snowflake 

rim design.

The front and rear fork is made of ultrahigh 
strength aluminum alloy, further lighten the 
product weight, making it more light, simple and 
elegant.



FUNCTIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

Foldation

Only one motion to achieve folded. Locked it with travel lock, you can take the rollator with you 
in your car, on the bus, on the metro, or on the boat.

pull up the belt

Belt

Fabric seat, 
installed in the 
walker rollator, no 
installation require 
for the user.



FUNCTIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

All those material are rugged and durable, so it can prolong the lifespan of the product

Hang the side ear to 
the hook to install the 
shopping bag

Fix the backrest in 
the hand push tube 
by screw

Fabric shopping bag

Installation for accessories

Backrest



Max. user weight                        136kg
Width                                         636mm
Length                                        715mm
Handle height                    
is adjustable from            850-965mm

Width between handles                 452mm
Front wheel diameter                     230mm
Rear wheel diameter                       194mm
Seat size                                    458*245mm
Seat height                                        595mm

SPECIFICATIONS

Model Name Color Texture Wheel Carton Size Package

Fd18601 Jazz Rollator Black/Customized Alum+PA6 PP+TPR 72*89.5*23cm 1pc
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